Shape-changing hydrogels that can bend, twist, or actuate in response to external stimuli are critical to soft robots, programmable matter, and smart medicine. Shape change in hydrogels has been induced by global cues, including temperature, light, or pH. Here we demonstrate that specific DNA molecules can induce 100-fold volumetric hydrogel expansion by successive extension of cross-links. We photopattern up to centimeter-sized gels containing multiple domains that undergo different shape changes in response to different DNA sequences. Experiments and simulations suggest a simple design rule for controlled shape change. Because DNA molecules can be coupled to molecular sensors, amplifiers, and logic circuits, this strategy introduces the possibility of building soft devices that respond to diverse biochemical inputs and autonomously implement chemical control programs.
I
f one region of a material shrinks or swells in response to a chemical or physical stimulus, the material can change shape to minimize its overall free energy (1) (2) (3) (4) . The ability to addressably deform different material regions can thus allow a material to take on many shapes. This principle has been used to create metamorphic materials (5) or soft robots (6) in which embedded wires direct local mechanical deformations (5-7). However, wires add bulk and require batteries or tethering. In contrast, chemomechanically responsive materials swell or shrink in response to chemical rather than electrical or pneumatic signals. Chemicals can diffuse over large distances and into small or tortuous spaces, and the huge number of chemicals that can be synthesized offers unprecedented tunability and specificity. Chemomechanical devices require no batteries and can easily be miniaturized and integrated with other devices.
Stimuli such as temperature, light, electromagnetic stimuli, or pH have commonly been used to direct shape change (1) (2) (3) (4) . These nonspecific stimuli can induce chemical or conformational changes throughout a material, leading to substantial swelling or shrinking. However, this lack of specificity also means that these stimuli cannot produce addressable control comparable to that in wired systems. We sought to determine whether we could build a combinatorial library of biomolecules, such as DNA sequences, where each species would direct the swelling of a specific material domain.
We focused on hydrogels, cross-linked networks of polymers in water, where structural changes can cause extensive expansion or contraction of the material as a whole. To study biomolecular actuation, we considered DNA-cross-linked polyacrylamide hydrogels (Fig. 1A and fig. S1 ) (8) . DNA hybridization exchange processes can direct the release of particles (9) or melt, form, or stiffen these gels (10) (11) (12) . Hybridization exchange can also induce size or shape changes of DNA-linked nanostructures (13) , thin films (14) , and colloidal crystals (15) (16) (17) . However, although the exchange of a DNA strand can cause DNA-cross-linked gels to swell by 10 to 15%, this amount is typically insufficient to change the shape of macroscale gel architectures (18, 19) (fig. S2 ).
Hence, a critical challenge in making DNAtriggered shape-changing hydrogels was to substantially increase the degree of swelling. We postulated that swelling would increase if we lengthened cross-links successively using a DNA hybridization cascade in which multiple DNA molecules are inserted into a duplex (20, 21) (Fig.  1, A and B) . To test this theory, we designed DNA sequences (hereafter referred to as "system 1") consisting of hydrogel cross-links and corresponding hairpins (H1 and H2) for the cascade.
Another challenge to enable addressable control was to reproducibly fabricate well-defined, multimaterial DNA hydrogel shapes capable of arbitrary shape change in three dimensions. We thus developed a photolithography process to pattern DNA hydrogels into precisely defined architectures. Although numerous photolithographic processes for silicon-based devices exist, protocols for photopatterning DNA hydrogels are largely absent, and the patterning process presents distinctive challenges. The moduli of DNA-crosslinked hydrogels are orders of magnitude lower than those of silicon or even many polymers (fig.  S3) ; additionally, these hydrogels tend to adhere strongly to untreated glass and photomasks. Further, the ultraviolet light typically used for photopolymerization can damage DNA. We developed a process in which an optimized amount of light exposure drives fabrication to reduce DNA damage. Further, we created a process where structure thickness is controlled by solid spacers sandwiched between glass slides and an AutoCAD-designed chrome mask with coatings and sacrificial layers that enable liftoff ( Fig. 2A) (22) . Structures with lengths and widths on the millimeter to centimeter scales and thicknesses from 15 to hundreds of micrometers with multiple domains could be patterned serially using mask alignment with registry to underlying layers (22) . Multiple structures could be fabricated in parallel, and after fabrication, structures were stable in buffer at 4°C for at least 4 months ( fig. S4 ).
We fabricated hydrogel squares (dimensions: 0.06 mm by 1 mm by 1 mm) that contained system 1 cross-links (22) . In the presence of system 1 hairpins, the hydrogels expanded substantially, whereas the gels in buffer containing an alternate DNA sequence did not expand ( We thus asked whether hydrogels could reliably expand to a desired final size. We modified the sequences of the polymerizing hairpins to create "terminator hairpins" (Fig. 1C) . By tuning the relative concentrations of polymerizing and terminator hairpins, we could induce swelling of gels to a well-defined final size (Fig. 2F and  fig. S5 ). Inclusion of 2% terminator hairpins produced high-degree but well-controlled swelling and was used in the remainder of our studies (movie S2).
We also found that we could tune the swelling rate. Thinner films swelled slightly faster, but swelling rates do not appear to be limited by the diffusion of DNA hairpins ( fig. S6 ). Increasing the length of one of the toeholds that initiated the hairpin insertion process from three to four or six base pairs sped up expansion more markedly ( fig. S7 ), as did increasing the hairpin concentration ( fig. S8) .
By designing DNA sequences for three more systems of cross-links and hairpins, we could addressably swell multiple domains (table S1) . Hydrogels with each cross-link type swelled extensively in response to their corresponding hairpins but not to others (figs. S9 and S10). Hairpins also accumulated only in gels with their corresponding cross-link sequences ( fig. S11 ).
To investigate how to design the shape change of composite multidomain architectures, we characterized DNA sequence-driven curling of model bilayer beams (Fig. 3A and fig. S12 ). Although the beams curled only slightly in DNA-free buffer because of different rates of solvent uptake by N,N′-methylenebis(acrylamide) (BIS)-cross-linked and DNA-cross-linked gels (Fig. 3A and fig. S13 ), they curled much more tightly when subsequently exposed to their corresponding hairpins (Fig. 3A  and fig. S14 ).
We applied finite element analysis to study bilayer curving caused by DNA-induced swelling (supplementary text). The stress response of the gel was assumed to be the sum of an elastic component for the entropic response of the polymer network and the solvent pressure acting on the network derived from the Flory-Huggins theory (23) . We determined the final shape of a structure after DNA-driven swelling by changing the FloryHuggins parameter in the DNA-and BIS-crosslinked gel layers to achieve the experimentally measured volumetric swelling ratios within the different layers (22) (Fig. 3A) and then solving for the displacement field in the bilayer.
To set the remaining model parameters, we conducted an unconfined compression test and thus measured the Young's modulus of a BIScross-linked gel as 2.2 kPa ( fig. S15) (22) , which corresponds to a shear modulus of 733 Pa, assuming mechanical incompressibility (supplementary text). We then used the finite element model to fit the shear modulus (229 Pa) of the DNA gel to obtain the curvature of the bilayer measured in experiments.
We found that the effects of varying DNA gel thickness, modulus, and the degree of swelling (Fig. 3B) can be described by a simple design rule for the curvature K = Ch + K 0 of the bilayer, where h is the bilayer ratio (24) calculated by (supplementary text)
where A = E DNA /E BIS is the ratio of the Young's modulus (in pascals) of the DNA and BIS gels, B = t DNA /t BIS is the ratio of the thickness (in millimeters) of the DNA and BIS gels, and Dq is the difference in the volumetric swelling ratio between the DNA and BIS gels. The initial curvature K 0 = 0.2 mm −1 and proportionality constant C = 0.21 were obtained from a linear regression of our simulation results (Fig. 3B) .
This design rule indicates that the curvature is more sensitive to the DNA gel swelling ratio (Dq), with which the curvature varied linearly, than to the shear modulus or thickness of the DNA gel layer. The high degree of swelling was thus essential for extensive shape change. Further, there is an optimum thickness of the DNA gel for which curvature is maximized (Fig. 3C) . A DNA gel layer that is too thin cannot exert enough force to bend the bilayer, whereas a DNA gel layer that is too thick is negligibly affected by the BIS gel layer and undergoes uniform swelling rather than folding.
The parameter study predicts that the high degree of swelling of the DNA gel could cause millimeterto centimeter-thick structures to bend. For example, an initially flat 10-mm-long-by-7.23-mm-thick bilayer with optimum DNA gel thickness and a maximum swelling ratio of 3.72 ± 0.11 should fold into a complete circle after sequence-specific DNAtriggered actuation.
We next explored how structures with multiple different DNA sequence-responsive hydrogels could change into different shapes in response to different hairpin inputs. We fabricated flowers in which two groups of petals responded to two different sequences ( fig. S16 and Fig. 4A ). In the presence of both sets of sequences, all of the petals folded (Fig. 4B) . Each set alone caused its corresponding petals to fold, and petals could be folded in sequence through stepwise exposure (Fig. 4, C and D) . We attribute the twisting of the petals to misalignment errors during photopatterning of the gel layers. We further fabricated hydrogel "crab" devices, in which the antennae, claws, and legs each curled in response to their respective sequences, either all at once or sequentially (Fig. 4, E to G, and fig.  S17 ). The structures remained in their actuated states for at least 60 days ( fig. S18 ).
Biological tissues demonstrate the versatility and functionality of shape change driven by Cangialosi biomolecules, where different cues and their concentrations determine which responses occur (25) . We have demonstrated how specific biomolecular signals can also determine which domains of a synthetic material should change in shape and by how much. The DNA oligonucleotide signals used could be the outputs or inputs to molecular sensors (26) and circuits (27, 28) . Coupling these circuits to hydrogels could allow materials to exhibit multistage, goal-directed behaviors that are currently impossible to achieve (4, 29, 30) . Because hairpin insertion and removal can occur while the cross-link remains connected (20) , altering the extension reaction's bias could allow crosslink contraction and, potentially, reversible actuation. Finally, our wafer-scale patterning approach offers the potential for scale-up and integration with existing optical, logic, and memory devices. 
